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A great flame follows a little spark 
Dante Alighieri (“Poca favilla, gran fiamma seconda” – Paradiso I,34)

Vanixa – Italian Home Flame is the exclusive interior design brand 
inspired by “decorative flame” as key concept of the entire range of 
products, split in three operative areas: Lighting, Arting and 
Warming.  

Since thousands of years fire creates emotions that match human 
with his evolution: it is not just a matter of warm transmission, it is 
about sensations, passion, empathy. 

Around the flames of a fire mankind developed the very first 
verbal language signs, around hearth families and friends have 
shared experiences and emotions for generations. 

Even in the modern apartment  - particularly in those one located in 
the cities - it could be pleasant to watch flames or embers lighting, 
fascinating, let it dreaming, in complete harmony with the home and 
respectful of the environment. 

Starting from new flame concepts, warm emotions, close attention to 
design and fashion, Vanixa introduces a new world of solutions and 
furnishing elements for private residences, hotels , bar , restaurants, 
thanks to a professional team of experts and innovators coming from  
various sector of specialization, in line with the tradition and avant-
gard of Italian style. 
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Vanixa offers standard products, competence for the realization of 
custom made special projects and support to architectural firms’ 
requests. 

Idea concept, design and production are Made in Italy, as well as 
attention and care to details, distinctive of the excellent Italian 
handmade manufacture. 

Vanixa proposes products on an e-commerce platform, trough 
flagship stores next opening in the most important worldwide cities, 
with solutions of shop-in-shop inside the most beautiful and interesting 
interior design showrooms. 

Product Areas

Arting: flames inspiring unique elements or limited series, realized by 
international artists, to make every house an exclusive place. 

Lighting: all the solutions that can create light from the elements of a 
fire (flames, embers, lapillus); thanks to the recent and refined 
electronic technological solutions, these elements can be insert in the 
most modern and trend setting furnishing concepts. 

Warming: collection of fireplaces (wood, bio-ethanol, electric, gas) 
and warming elements developed under the exclusive Vanixa design 
style; something that decorate but also with the target to generate low 
or high heating, not just empathy warming. 

For Informations: 
Fabio Vannini / Managing Director 
Mob. +39 393 93 35 362 
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